Entire ROTC Unit to Inspect Camp Cooke Facilities on Trip

All 130 members of the first ROTC Unit to be stationed at Camp Cooke will be seen today for a trip to Camp Cooke. The demonstration will cover candidates for the cadets left in chartered buses at 8:30 this morning.

Entire ROTC Unit to Inspect Camp Cooke Facilities on Trip

The demonstration will start in the field with firing of the infantryman's basic weapon, the Cal. 50, and will include automatic machine guns, mortars, recoilless rifles, and powerful tank guns. Each demonstration will emphasize when light and medium artillery can be used to neutralize targets on the ground. KOREA TYPE

The 40th Infantry Division is the primary unit assigned for this demonstration, with which our units are now fighting in Korea. The type of weapons utilized during this demonstration cannot be duplicated on this continent. This demonstration is the only one in which the Administration will involve a large number of trained officers. It will also involve quantities of equipment and ammunition needed for this demonstration.

Before the firing demonstration the cadets will be brought to a "Cooper's Tour" of Camp Cooke to see how an army operates. They will be guest of the 40th Division.

Pomona College is also sending a group of cadets who will observe the trip. This demonstration is another opportunity for the cadets to see how their officer corps operates. Korea Type

The demonstration will cover the critical effect on targets before the troops as well as considerable quantities of equipment and ammunition needed for this demonstration.

An infantry division will be demonstrated by Miss Jean Bellinger and her assistants Barbara Davis, Edna Hill, Joyce MacArthur, Barbara Baardson, Nancy Chmilowski, Barbara Queen, and Pat Williams.

Participating in "Footnotes In Dance" will be: Dr. Alice Edmonds, Dr. John Ebert, Dr. A. Crissey, John L. Hines, Robert A. McCoy, and Miss Roschen P. Van Dam.

Three other faculty members will be given an opportunity to present their work in this field. They include Mrs. William W. Lawlor, Director of the Music Department, and Dr. Helen E. Sweet. Dr. Stambaugh's presentation will return to the College in February.

Now on leave for the fall semester is Dr. R. E. K. Hulley, Head Decorator, and Dr. Alden F. Ebel, Head of the Drama Department. The dance will be held at Rockwood Auditorium last night, Pete Burghardt and Mr. Ted Troy explained details of planning the dance. The dance will be held at Rockwood Auditorium.

Local Farm Fumbles... Aztecs 22-10 Champs

As our highflying Gauchos powered to the state championships in San Diego, two teams from the Associated Men Students Steak Fry at 5:00 to 7:00 at Tucker's Grove, en- couraged Frank Dominguez, president of the organization.

Back in the camp, there will be a volleyball tournament and horseshoe pitching for the non-touchdown winners. First place will be awarded to the winner of the tournament and second to the winning volleyball team.

Admission will be by the pur- chase of an AMS card. For those who have not purchased the card, they will be on sale at the pickup.

The hardworking of the steaks will be done by AMS Advisor W. B. Whittier and the total Groschibi, representing the Men's Council.

The AMS officers for this year are Frank Dominguez, president; Bill Harding, vice-president; Howard Schilling, treasurer; and the leaders Angie Ramyas, secretar.-at-large, and Ray King, his- torian.

Panel Sets Dates For Spring Raising

Dates for spring hunting of the Pomona College Council have been set for the next semester by Mary Sharrer, President. All women who have a C aver- age or better in their fall semester will be granted sabbatical leave of $12,000, which will not be used for the first time before the end of the semester. Financially speaking, Christmas is a bad part of the year and since the tickets are expensive, the Social Committee has decided that this will be no-cash dance. Carolee Opyrska's orchestra will play and Vinny DiF ore, Barbara Took, and Dick and Jane Church will sing with the band throughout the evening.

Symphony Tickets Sold By Dance Committee

Tickets selling for $3.30 will be sold to women who present their student body cards at the Dance. If they are not presented, they will not be allowed to enter the dance.

ORDERS CANCELLED

Coast. Stan Williamson was called back to the Navy recently, and has received a cancellation of the orders to return to duty. The unexpected change gives no hope to future Gauchos foot- ball. Stan Williamson will remain as line coach.

PREXY DOMINGUEZ Promises Red Meat At Big Fry Sunday

Big, thick, juicy steaks are promised for the Associated Men Students Steak Fry at 5:00 to 7:00 at Tucker's Grove, en- couraged Frank Dominguez, president of the organization.
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Dear Editor,

The Third Man and the Fourth Estate are kaput! Isn't thought...

In plain words, you may have your reg... - tucked away, no association with it will be written as if it is a letter between me and the town-on-deck morning. I am a shuttered and broken word, wrenched to the quick from the barbs of many! My vanity, of which I was justifiably proud, was stripped from me when scurrying goose identified me as Ted Troy.

My digestion was irrevocably damaged when I was identified as Dora Spots and Gloria Dealey. I dissolved in tears when I was spoken of as Louise Heitfeld... was just Goodall spreading propaganda for the Powderpuff game...

What don't you drop dead? Lack of any writing ability! Not... - girl of mine... - all... slow... Miller music... Randy Brooks... sweets... clacks... giving females... ham radio... sinews... and straightforwardness in people.

**CALENDAR**

**December 1:**
- **Chimes meeting, Ebbe...**
- **Faculty Party, Goleta, 8:30**

**December 2:**
- **Punchbowl Presents Dance...**
- **AMS Steak Fry, Tucker's...**

**December 3:**
- **AMS Steak Fry, Tucker's...**

**December 4:**
- **Theatres meeting, A.W...**

**Early Childhood Education, Pine Hall 100, 4:00**
- **Basketball meeting, North Hall 700, 3:30-9:30**

**FORMER GAUCHOS LIVING IN GERMANY**

Neil Goodall, a graduate of ‘49, and his wife, Gloria Stere... - three years in New Guinea and the Philippines. If one of them... - clean showers, for instance.

**Ambition Dept.:**
- **Graduate... a coaching staff here, up north... or anywhere from the smog...**

**Representative系统...**

These Reps realize that they have a definite obligation... - deviations are kept. Only one thing... Why don't you drop dead?

Yours truly,

An Advising Fan

This letter made me think there were few who do like me very much... So, I quit?

Goodbye!

You may forward my mail c/o Box 99 at the post office or you may find me at the Spigot drowning my sorrows. My sorrow... - and must devote a few of their hours to their studies and classes.

It is up to the general student body to let their officers... - they want to fulfill it... - they want to know what the student opinion is. It is in this sense that we have opinion by what their friends and casual acquaintances think.

This is a good system?

If our student leaders become procurators, it is nobody's fault but our own. When they are unsure of student opinion, they hesitate when definite action is needed for fear it isn't what the students want. They cannot spend all their time trying to determine where the students really stand on the issues which come before the Council. They, as students, have obligations to the academic side of their education also and must devote a few of their hours to their studies and classes.

Do you think you could do the same?
**Party Lines and Party Lions**

The Kappa Sigs go high class the same day with their Formal's Day Dinner at the Barbara Hotel. MC will be Dr. Norm Smith, pres of the Bank-Month club.

In the hearts and flowers department, rapid little arrows found their targets recently, hitting DeeGees Mary Ann Zone and Sig Ep Jack Jardine...a party-pepper who paints the town regularly, Dan-ny Kitch is taking Boy Scouts on camping trip that night.

For the last ten days, eager sorority coeds have been lining up dates to the Panhellenic Presents for tomorrow night...A few of the early dates are Chi Omega Carol Rutledge and Ronnie Lechleiter, Sig Pi Marc Wallace and Delta Sigma pledge Vic Doemer, Delta Phi Ellen Ann White and SAE Sue Hoge, and recent phronesis Theta Eunice Quintero and Sig Ep Jack Jardine...In the hearts and flowers department, rapid little arrows found their targets recently, hitting DeeGees Mary Ann Zone and Sig Ep Jack Jardine.
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Locals Fumble Champ Chance
In 28-12 San Diego Debacle

Coach Roy Engle's Gauchos lost their first chance at the 2C2A crown as a fired-up San Diego State eleven outplayed them, handing them a 28-12 defeat to gain the championship.

The team just couldn't get going against a hard charging punt line and an almost perfect defense.

Six fumbles, two of which were recovered by the Aztecs, led to the excellent passing of Lou Parma, and the running of Bill Embrey, who overshadowed the marauding Art Prestige, spelled the Gauchos down.

Crisp Stars

After rallying back from a 29-14 halftime, the Gauchos broke the ice when Leffy Criss, who played a sensational defensive game for the Gauchos, and who is listed for a repeat of his All-2C2A berth of last season, grabbed one of Parma's passes on the Aztec 32 and rambled down the left sideline for the score. Criss left six Aztec tacklers in his wake.

The Gauchos second and final score came on a 31-yard pass play from Quarterback George Law to John Ekin. John Ekin pulled in the end zone. Ekin hauled in the ball in front of Clyde Francisco and two Aztec defenders who were madly scrambling for the ball.

Crisp Fast Start

San Diego got off to a fast start and netted a touchdown after six minutes. When Jack McGilvray hauled in a drive possible to a 31-0 lead with an almost airtight pass coverage and lack of backfield height were the Achilles heel of the team which prevented the Gauchos from being a more evenly matched contest.

The lone Gaucio scouting expedition in a season which from its beginning looked like a Gauco-Aztec championship race was held on the night of November 30, December 1-2. Tournament, November 30, December 1-2.
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